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JOHN CUSACK LIVE
Florida Theatre
Thursday, July 25, 2019 7:30pm
- On-sale Friday, February 1st 10am -

Jacksonville, Fla. – For fans of John Cusack and High Fidelity, a visit to Championship Vinyl
would definitely make a “top five” list. Join Hollywood icon JOHN CUSACK when he makes
his way to The Florida Theatre for a live conversation and audience Q&A on Thursday, July
25 at 7:30pm.
With four decades’ worth of roles in over 70 films, John Cusack will share stories from his
career, answer audience questions, and give a behind-the-scenes look into High Fidelity,
following a screening of the iconic film. Tickets are on-sale Friday, Feb. 1 at 10am at
floridatheatre,com or by calling 904.355.2787. A limited number of VIP seats will be
available, which include a post-show photo op with John.
The hit comedy High Fidelity is the story of record shop owner Rob Gordon (John Cusack)
on a search for love (and the reasons behind his failed relationships) against a backdrop of
over 70 songs spanning multiple decades and genres of music.
With – or without – the help of his record store buddies Dick (Todd Luiso) and Barry (Jack
Black’s breakout role), Rob revisits past relationships in hopes of figuring out where he has

gone wrong. Released in 2000, The New York Times praised John Cusack as “a master at
easygoing camaraderie.” Rotten Tomatoes has High Fidelity ranked #14 on the list of Best
Romantic Comedies.
About The Backlot Project
Created by Mills Entertainment, The Backlot Project brings the most beloved stars of
television and film from the screen to an exciting and intimate live setting. Each Backlot
Project is interactive and takes audiences behind the scenes as the brightest stars engage
in a tell-all conversation with the talents that brought their favorite moments in
entertainment to life.
About Mills Entertainment
Mills Entertainment collaborates with top networks, agencies, and licensors to create
original, world-class live experiences. With full global distribution and partnerships
worldwide, Mills Entertainment takes shows from concept to stage, serving as a complete
solution in realizing the vision. In April 2015, Creative Artists Agency (CAA) made an equity
investment in Mills Entertainment. Current projects include Theresa Caputo Live! The
Experience, Mel Brooks: Back in the Saddle Again, Bring It! Live, #IMOMSOHARD, & Daniel
Tiger’s Neighborhood Live! www.millsentertainment.com
The historic nonprofit Florida Theatre is sponsored by Community First Credit Union. For a
complete list of upcoming events or to buy tickets visit the Theatre’s official web site
floridatheatre.com.
For photos & interviews: justin.levy@millsentertainment.com
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